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Fig. 1. Carrickfergus Castle. From the south, on natural rock jutting out into the harbour.
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Fig. 2. View of the town and castle of Carrickfergus from the south as it may have looked in 1690.
Illustration by Philip Armstrong. See Philip Armstrong’s ‘Paint the Past’ website - philarm.com.
Image © Northern Ireland Environment Agency.
Fig. 3. View of the town and castle of Carrickfergus from the east. Watercolour, unknown artist,
c. 1800. Reproduced courtesy of and © the British Library. Shelfmark: Ktop LI Item number: 48
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Fig. 4. Carrickfergus Castle. The late C12 keep and Middle Ward outer wall from the west, harbour
side. The two box latrines are later additions to the original double latrine chute.
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Fig. 5. Ground plan. The suggested
early date for the gatehouse
(1190s) remains unresolved.
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Fig. 6. Carrickfergus Castle from the south, seaward side. Faceted C12 Inner bailey wall and
keep, or great tower of c. 1180-1200. Harbour to the left.
Carrickfergus Castle, Co. Antrim
The most important castle in Ulster throughout
the Middle Ages and one of the select band of
castles in the British Isles which has always
been occupied. It was first mentioned in 1178-9
very soon after John de Courcy seized Ulster
and quickly was established as the chief place
of the Earldom of Ulster which followed, residence of the Earl until 1333 and seat of their
main court. It was not without events during
the period. It was taken by Hugh de Lacy when
he ejected John de Courcy from his lordship.
King John stayed for ten days in 1210 but
Hugh de Lacy seized it and his lordship back
in 1226. It reverted to the Crown on his death
in 1242 and was granted to the De Burghs in
1264. Robert Bruce besieged it for a year in
1315-6 before it surrendered after a failed
relief attempt by sea and the exhaustion of the

castle supplies. After the death of the last
resident Earl in 1333, it passed through a pair
of heiresses to the Crown and continued to fly
the flag for England under a series of constables
until the later 16th century. During the Tudor
wars it was a major base for the English armies
and continued as an army establishment, first
as an ordnance depot and infantry base (a new
barrack was built in 1715) and then, from
c.1800, increasingly as an artillery fort. It was
taken over as an Ancient Monument in 1927,
although in the Second World War the vaulted
stores in the outer ward were used as air raid
shelters. In the manner of the time, many of the
traces of the more recent army presence were
removed in the 1930s and some conservation
of the fabric, but there was little formal study
of the castle until a monograph on it was
published in 1981. In 2012 the NIEA organ-
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Fig. 7. Carrickfergus Castle, from Picturesque Views of Ireland, 1884. Note window sizes on the
south face of the keep.
ised a two-day seminar with the CSG to consider new thoughts about the castle and its future.
The castle was built along a volcanic dyke,
which ran out southwards from the north shore
of Belfast Lough. The medieval shoreline ran
along the line of the shops on the north side of
the present Marine Highway; east of the castle,
the shore is largely rock, but to the west it was
sand and mud, so that flat-bottomed boats
could settle on it at low tide; this landing place
was sheltered from the north and east. The
harbour provided the opportunity for a classic
exercise in medieval colonisation, combining
an economic and a political centre. A town
was laid out or developed along with the harbour and the castle; a parish church was built,
much larger than the Irish norm which acted as
the cathedral church of Connor diocese. The
1981 monograph provided a full description
and an analysis which has stood the test of
time fairly well. This comprised three main
14

medieval periods, and one lesser one; then two
main phases of post-medieval changes, the
first in the 1560s and the second in the 19th
century. The castle consists of three wards: the
inner at the south end of the rock, with a great
tower; a smaller middle ward, and the outer
ward with the main gatehouse facing across to
the town market place. In 1981 these were
identified as three successive phases of development of the castle, dated to the 1170s and
1180s (inner ward and great tower), 1216-23
(middle ward) and second quarter of the 13th
century (outer ward and gatehouse). Most of
the castle is built of stone from the volcanic
dyke which cannot be shaped easily so for cut
stone features (after a brief experiment with a
local sandstone) the builders relied on a
creamy-yellow limestone from Cultra across
the Belfast Lough until it seems to have run out
in the 14th century and brick; possibly the
earliest brick used in Ireland is here.
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Fig. 8. Carrickfergus Castle. The keep or great tower, c. 1180-1200, from the south-east (wallwalk). The original forebuilding / entrance stairs are to the right leading up to first-floor level. The
forebuilding originally rose higher to cover the entrance. The keep was probably heightened to
include a 4th floor. Image: Dan Tietzsch-Tyler.
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Figs. 9-12. Carrickfergus Castle. 1. Principal entrance first floor level. 2. Entrance from the
interior with inserted door/passage to the spiral stair. 3. Double draw bar slots for main entrance.
4. Cut-slab (solid one-piece steps and newels) spiral stair leading up to all other floors and down
to the basement. Ashlar casing of the cylinder. This is a unique example of a non-vaulted (cut-slab)
spiral in any Norman square keep, and elsewhere in Britain do not appear until about 1220.
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Fig. 13. Carrickfergus Castle. The great upper chamber on the 3rd floor looking toward the
north-west corner. The north-south 38 ft span arch was probably inserted in the C16. A second
spiral stair to the roof starts in the SW corner. (Not accessible to the public).
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Fig. 14. Carrickfergus Castle. The great upper chamber on the 3rd floor looking toward the
south-west corner with door leading to the second spiral stair to roof level. The dominant feature
of the room is the large amount of light admitted (by two windows in each wall), the width of the
niche embrasures or recesses, and the variation in the width of the loops. Narrowest to the north,
largest to the south; in between west and east. The original lights to the south were evidently
smaller two-light within an over-arching tympanum. (See McNeill, 1981, pp. 24-28).
18
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Figs. 15-18. Carrickfergus Castle. 1. Narrow north-facing loop in the great upper chamber. 2. Cut
slab spiral stair in the SE corner. 3. Door with shouldered arch, leading to the private SW spiral
stair 4. Cut-slab (solid one-piece steps and newels) SE spiral stair leading up to the roof from the
3rd floor great upper chamber. Ashlar casing of the cylinder. Note shouldered arch window.
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Fig. 19. Carrickfergus Castle - from the west, harbour side, in evening light..
The Inner Ward
Until the mid-19th century, the entrance to the
enclosure was not at the north-east angle as
now but half way along the east curtain. Remains of buildings within it comprise: the great
tower, planned along with the first phase of the
curtain wall, the first great hall and a building
against the south-west curtain. Although the
lower part of the curtain was built first, it seems
to have been carried up to its present height
only after the great tower had reached half its
height at least.
The main changes in thinking here since 1981
involve the great tower. Small-scale excavations, against the south and east walls in 1991,
1993 and 2002, showed that the foundations
and construction of the two walls were different. The south wall of the tower was built and
then there was a change of plan, with the east
wall being built about a metre to the west of the
original plan, possibly to make more room for
the hall to the east. At the same time, the stairs
were built to the small forework; the level of the
threshold may show that the height of the intended first floor was lowered at the same time,
the ground floor vaults inserted and a double
latrine also inserted. After this the tower was
continued up to the top of the second floor
although with small changes on the way. The
third floor coincides with a change in the spiral
stair construction and width. It is a fine chamber
with grand windows in each wall, a privy and a
private stair to the roof level.
20

At the 2012 seminar, it was suggested that this
fine room might also be an afterthought. At the
same seminar there was also heated discussion
about how the tower might have been roofed.
In the 1560s there was a major make-over of
the tower, adding windows and, much more
confusingly for understanding the internal
space, each floor was divided by a wall, except
the third where a wide arch was installed; the
walls and the arch abutments blocked some
original windows. In the 19th century a fourth
floor and brick vaults over it were inserted,
which added to the problems of the roof.
The Middle Ward
This consists of a second curtain wall built
outside the east and north sides of the inner
ward. All that remains of it above ground is the
curtain wall along the east side; the foundations of the north side, along with a section
through the ditch outside it, were excavated in
1950, while the south postern was uncovered
in 1963. In 1981 the middle curtain was identified as being built in response to an order of
King John, issued in 1215, to strengthen the
castle’s defences.
The Outer Ward
This is entered and dominated by the gatehouse. It has twin towers, which a 16th century
view and the truncated outer walls show, were
originally not D-shaped but circular in plan,
like those at Chepstow. In the 1560s, the rear
halves were demolished, the present rear walls
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Fig. 20. Carrickfergus Castle. East gatehouse tower. Late Norman chapel windows, possibly
inserted from a chapel elsewhere, and later cannon ports. The towers have been cut down in height.
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Fig. 21. Carrickfergus. The twin-towered gatehouse from the north-east. It has been suggested
that the gatehouse pre-dates the stone walls of the outer ward and could be as early as the 1190s.
22
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Fig. 22. Carrickfergus. ABOVE: The twin-towered gatehouse from the entrance looking up to the
arch machicolation. It would have risen at least an extra storey. BELOW: Figs. 23, 24. Arrow loops
either side of the entrance, which was protected by two portcullises. It is possible that an earlier
square Norman gatehouse is subsumed within the later building.
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built and the upper parts over the gate passage
reconstructed. The ground floors of the towers
were filled with stone to reinforce them because cannon were installed to fire out of ports
made by remodelling archery loops on the
second floors. About 1800 the towers were
lowered and covered with brick vaults to carry
more guns.
In 1981 the gatehouse and the outer curtain
were considered as one build and such gatehouses could not then be dated before the
1220s. We now know, however, that Chepstow gatehouse, the closest parallel to Carrickfergus, was built in the early 1190s. The
curtain wall on the west side can be seen
clearly to be butted against the angle of the
middle ward, but it can also be seen to be built
against the wall of the east gate tower. The
outer arch of the gate passage is out of centre
with the passage, while the inner arch is semicircular and not of the 1220s or later. The
two-light, decorated east window on the second floor of the east tower (traditionally identified as the chapel) is awkwardly set in the
curve of the wall and was described in 1981 as
re-set from an earlier building.

It is possible either that the twin-towered gatehouse is 12th century and later joined to the
middle ward by a stone wall, or that the gate
passage preserves something of an early one,
perhaps set in a square tower. The present
passage was reconstructed later, probably in
the earlier 14th century, when it was vaulted in
stone with narrow niches on each side; these
were replaced by wide Tudor arches in the
16th century.
The east side of the outer ward is occupied by
seven vaulted stores. The partition walls between them and the vaults are built against the
curtain wall and five southern ones may be
built against their present west wall. The rectangle of the five stores may preserve the
footprint of the great hall of the castle, at least
in the 13th century. Excavation above the
vaults in 2011 uncovered a fair amount of the
plan of the 1715 barrack block, which in turn
was replaced by Officers’ Quarters in the 19th
century. The space between it and the west
curtain is filled in to first floor level and unexplored archaeologically.
Tom McNeill
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Fig. 25 & Inset ABOVE: Carrickfergus. Inner Ward looking east. Site of original early C 13? Great
Hall, with original Inner Ward entrance position at the south end (far right). North window &
recess to the far left. Inset: North window from the exterior. BELOW: Figs. 26, 27. The two
unusual single-seat window recesses, (with mannequin of Lady Affreca de Courcy).
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Fig. 28. Carrickfergus Castle. The East Tower, added by King John, c. 1210-15, from the north.
The lower triple cross-bow loops protected by rather inelegant anti-vandal steel cages.
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ABOVE: Castle Campbell - floor plans and section from MacGibbon & Ross. South at the top. The south
range looks remarkably similar to the south range at Falkland palace (at least on plan).
BELOW: Section North-south, showing the vaulting of the tower-house.

Fig. 29. Carrickfergus Castle. The East Tower, c. 1210-15, from the south. The sloping granite
batter was added in the C19.
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Fig. 30. Carrickfergus Castle. The East Tower, c. 1210-15, from the west. After Jope, 1955,
showing variations of design for the crossbow
embrasures. The design of the embrasures are
highly unusual and are believed to be derived
from those first introduced at Angevin castles
in the 1190s. Similar, but not identical, lowlevel crossbow arrow-loops are seen at Warkworth, in the gatehouse and in the ‘Carrickfergus tower’. The form and general method of
construction relate to each other. Both castles
28

have closely-set triangular wedge shaped embrasures often capped by shouldered lintels or
shouldered arches. The Warkworth towers are
also thought to have been built within the first
15 years if the 13th century. These differ in so
far as they have upright monolithic columns
that support the interior angle-point between
the arrow loops (figs. 36, 37). It remains unclear whether the name of the ‘Carrickfergus’
Tower at Warkworth has any direct connection to the East Tower at Carrickfergus Castle.
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Fig. 31. ABOVE: East tower, looking east. BELOW: Fig. 32 Looking south.

ABOVE: Castle Campbell. The range along the south side of the courtyard was built c. 1500. It included an
impressive state apartment on the first floor comprising:kitchen, hall, outer chamber and inner bedchamber,
with a wardrobe and more private family rooms above. BELOW: The cellars below were entered from a
covered passage (now open to the elements), while a vaulted pend at the west end gave access to the garden to
the south. Image © A. Fyfe
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Fig. 33. East (Sea) tower, looking north. Loops evidently designed for crossbows and kneeling
archers in a ‘Venetian window’ style set of loops. Inset: Fig. 34. arrow-loop with shouldered arch,
looking west, originally commanding the wall of the Middle Ward.
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quotes from the 1567 Warkworth Survey by
George Clarkson (Original MS at Alnwick
Castle; copy reproduced in Francis Grose’s
Antiquities IV p. 154, and in Hodges), where
Clarkson uses the name ‘Cradyfergus’, describing it as a tower ‘round of divers squares’ (i.e.
polygonal). In his footnote 203, p, 134, Bates
offers a suggestion about the origin of this
tower’s name: ‘It may be a corruption of Carrickfergus, either from its resemblance to one
of the towers in that famous castle [the East
Tower] or from the builder having borne that
name’.

Fig. 35. Warkworth Castle. The Carrickfergus Tower, lower left corner, c. 1200-1215,
from the south. Detail From Samuel and
Nathaniel Buck’s drawing, 1728. Drawn before the bulk of the tower collapsed in 1770.
The Carrickfergus Tower at Warkworth
The impressive south front at Warkworth Castle, fig. 35 (Carrickfergus Tower (SW), twintowered gatehouse (centre) and the SE (Amble
or Montagu) tower) was constructed in the
early thirteenth century (Honeyman, 1954,
Summerson. 1995, Goodall 2006 - all EH
guidebooks), corresponding to the period of
Robert Fitz Roger’s ownership (1199-1214)
(Goodall, p. 35). Such an early dating was
established in the late-nineteenth century by
Cadwallader Bates (1891, The Border Holds of
Northumberland, p. 134). The form of the
tower is analogous to the East (Sea) Tower at
Carrickfergus Castle, especially the Avranches
Tower at Dover (1190s). the Bell Tower, Tower of London, and at Niort and Chinon, France.
Honeyman had suggested (1954/82, 16) that
the name Carrickfergus, applied to the tower at
Warkworth, was so called from the Irish properties held by Robert Fitz Roger through his
father Roger. This interesting proposition is
not taken up in later versions of the EH guidebooks, and it is unclear what land or properties
(if any) Roger possessed in Ireland. A bit more
light is shed by Bates in Border Holds. In it he

In the slightly later work, the edition of Northumberland County History, Vol 5, pp. 18-121,
1899, (John Crawford Hodges (ed.), the section
on Warkworth Castle (in fact written by Bates),
speculates a little further. In footnote 6, p. 82,
Bates comments: The name seems to imply
some connection with the town of Carrickfergus, which was in the possession of the de
Lacis, an elder branch of the Clavering family
(from whom Roger fitz Roger originates); (see
the Genealogy chart in Bates, 1891, p. 90, note
(e). In note 6 he continues: It is called the
Knockfergus Tower in 1609. The town of Carrickfergus was also known as Knockfergus’.
Further lines of enquiry currently seem not to
go any further, but it does seem possible that
Roger Fitz Roger did have a material interest in
the Carrickfergus area and it is possible that his
son Robert, a close friend and ally of King John
was assisting the King in his expedition into
Ulster when the de Lacys (Hugh) were removed from control of Carrickfergus Castle
(1209). The East Tower at Carrickfergus, built
by John, dates from this period, and has similarities to the Warkworth tower of the same
name (figs. 36, 37). Masons working at Carrickfergus may have returned to England, or
had been asked to go to Warkworth following
work at Carrickfergus as a favour by John.
Whatever the case, the form, function and style
are close, and it highlights the remarkable
speed in which new innovations were diffused
across the continent. It is thought that this type
of low-level close multiple cross-bow loop
arrangement was an Angevin innovation.
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Warkworth Castle. Fig, 36 Above: Carrickfergus tower - ground level. Fig. 37. Below: Gatehouse, ground-floor level (west tower). Triangular embrasures with corbelled lintels.
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